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Chapter I (CULT)
2. Bloody Mass
Gather a group of willing people, give those unwilling as offerings. There must be 15 
young pretty female cannibals (White) in this celebration

And 2 priests (also white).
The priest says the words FROM TELOAH VORS NOR 10 times per sacrifice.
At the same time, cannibals eat alive like zombie victims.
If the skeleton is left alone, a fire should be made and the victim's bones should be burned and 
the ash scattered over the cemetery.
* This holiday must be performed every month otherwise you will fall into an eternal one
the abyss, because Satan will not accept you otherwise to hell, but throw you out there.



3. Invocation
calls
the dead
So what do we need.
1. Living victim
2nd nail
3. blood in the bottle
4. Pentagram pendant
5. candles
The place where we perform the ritual is our home, i.e. the cemetery.

1. you put the victim on the coffin, you attach it
2. you hammer a nail in your stomach, right up to your guts
3. you pour blood into the victim's mouth so that they suffocate
4. you put the pentagram on her head
5. you light the candles by saying the words below
retilimis muratialocin manirtcod setnenet ut te sebah aiti And rising, dead in 
the name of the power of samael.
And it will rise to show itself. And it 
will rise to kill.
And it will rise to reveal the future to me. O 
samael, show this dead man.

Wake him up through Satan. Wake 
him up, Wake him up, Amen!
4. Victim
A cannibal must eat at least 4 people to become a priest. The cannibal must at least eat the 
former fiancé and gouge out the eyes of the closest person to be the priest's wife. You can eat 
1 victim a year without any difference, as long as you are not fat, because fat people are often 
victims, fat men are enough to eat 2 to be a priest.

[Cannibalism Recipes (page does not exist)] Here you can add 
your own recipe for human meat.
After 20 Blood Masses you are immortal as a zombie throughout your life.

5. Place of worship
The place of worship depends on the time, when it is night, you have to 
do a Bloody Mass in the cemetery to avoid being caught. When it is a day, 
you have to do the Bloody Mass in the forest. The main place of worship 
in the cemetery is the monument. The main place of worship in the forest 
is an abandoned house. Chapter II (Cannibals)

1. Cannibalism
Cannibalism is normal, while starving people are like zombies. To be a zombie you don't 
have to die, you just have to be a cannibal.

There will also be cannibalistic tribes in Poland, which are about to arise, as a sign of 
Mr. Satan.
Satan commands to eat human flesh. Satan 
commands to kill,
to be a true Satanist and to have supernatural powers, you must also be a cannibal.

According to scientists, human flesh is tastier than what col. Age of delicacies at 100%.

2. Subculture
Cannibals
Cannibals must wear to please Satan:



Human teeth on braids (* Necklaces), human skin garments and cut off tongues around the neck.

Cannibals have to live in groups like the mafia and kill. Cannibals 
have to wash themselves with human blood soap. Because 
cannibals are real Satanists.
3. The Cannibals Curse
Be sure to read Curse Number 1 aloud 
(The Curse of Consent).
erats tiretop siuq te murospi eari sungam seid tinev mainouq In the name of 
Satan, I will eat on human flesh.

And I will kill
And I will have to eat human flesh or I will die and eat every victim

Let the bloody mass make me happy. 
Glory to Satan, Amen!
Curse Number 2 (The Curse of Destruction).
tnurevaroda te tnuredicec seroines te nema tnabecid ailamina routtauq te Satan kill those who 
curse us.
Let your opponents die.
Let hostile nations and tribes perish. Let them die 
now.
Glory to Satan! Amen! Curse Number 3 
(Age of the Cannibals).
maut manoroc taipicca onem tu sebah douq enet otic oinev In the name of 
Azazel and Satan.
Let the gogmagogue destroy these kingdoms 
And the people starve themselves to eat
And the era of cannibals will come forever and ever. Glory to 
Satan! Amen!
to perform these rituals, you must celebrate a bloody mass beforehand. Chapter III 
(The Last Gospel)
1. Apocalypse
And an army will rise against the army. Man will rise 
against man.
There will be times when the good and the humanitarian will perish and fall 
into the eternal abyss.
And the evil inhuman cannibals, even when they die, Satan will take them to his kingdom 
which is hell.
And cities on earth will collapse.
And all that's left is the desert, the sun will burn the earth. The bad guys 
(inhumane, cannibals) have hope.
The good (humanitarian, empathetic) will fall into an eternal abyss after death.

2. how to survive
Apocalypse
To survive the apocalypse, we must stick to what Gosiński says. (Page does not exist)

To survive the apocalypse, we must at least gain immortality (i.e. 20 Blood Masses)

To survive the apocalypse, we must be inhumane and cannibals, only zombies are 
immortal.
To survive the apocalypse, we have to curse cannibals on 3 people.
To survive the apocalypse, we must summon the dead twice to predict our future.

3. Satan



Satan is angry, we must be cannibals to please him. we must be inhumane.

we must be sadists.
we must be evil.
We must follow the rules of the Zombiric Bible. We must adhere to Gosiński.

4.End
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CHAPTER I (ZOMBIRIC OCULTISM)
1. Communion
Zombiric
The room must be decorated with human flesh and tripe. Cannibals and 
cannibals must wear black.
1. Desecration
White pretty women cannibals have to suck 5 times the victim's dick. Cannibals must 
cast the charms in Book 3 of The Curses on their victim.
2. Eating
Pretty white female cannibals pull the guts out of the victim's livestock and all eat 
the victim's flesh and the cannibals eat the victim's guts.
3. Termination
To end the zombie communion, you must all say the words: GALVAH MIR, PANPIR 
SATHANAS
2.2 way to
capture
immortality

1. Perform 5 midnight zombies during the year.
2. Chew 3 Z Curses on three innocent people.

3. Participate in at least 2 holidays from chapter III.
4. Finally, you must eat the person closest to you alive and drink their 
blood.
3. The curses of Z
I. The death curse of the enemy. 
What is needed:
1. human guts
2. 3 human hearts
3rd living victim
4. Candles
5. Cord



Execution:
make a pentagram out of human guts.
Place 3 human hearts in the center of the tripe 
pentagram.
Tie the rope to the pentagram of human guts.
Light the candles and choke the victim, if the victim is on fire, choke him and say the 
following words while choking:
suie alucangis metpes te murbil erirepa divad xidar eadui ubirt ed oel ticiv ecce 
sirevelf en ihim ticid subiroines ed sunu te Spirit of Satan's power, Spirit of Satan, 
Spirit of Lord's strength
almighty Satan.
In the name of Mr. Satan and the death of the victim while strangling the 
enemy to death,
Let my enemy die
Glory and Health to Satan! Amen!
II. The curse of the nightmares
What is needed:
1. Candles
2. Hooks
3. Knife
4th living victim
5. Human blood
6.string
Execution:
put candles in the eye of the altar. 
Make a sacrifice and tie it.
Use the knife on the back of the victim to draw a 
pentagram. Drive the hooks into the chest.
Choke the victim with human blood. 
Light the candles and say the words:
retilimis muratialocin manirtcod setnenet ut te sebah aiti The Spirit of Satan's 
Power, the Spirit of Satan, the Spirit of the Lord's Power

almighty Satan.
In the name of Satan, let every life that does not support me

or hates turns into a terrible nightmare And his / her family 
will die.
And nightmares will overtake her / him,
What I said is waiting for the enemy forever. Glory to 
Satan! Amen!
III. The curse to overthrow the 
government What you need:
1. Human head
2nd victim
3. human fingers
4th string
5. an ax
6. Tape
Execution:
You tie the victim to a tree with a rope. You lay a 
human head on the sacrifice.
You put human fingers in the victim's mouth and tape over their mouth. With the ax 
you cut off the victim's hands, legs and finally the head, shouting: innaoi ous ovres 
muus mulegna rep snettim tivacifingis te
otic ireif tetropo eauq sius siv res erecaf malap sued illi tided mauq itsirhc usei sispylacopa

I call on Satan, I call on Lord Satan, I call on the Lord



Almighty Satan.
In the name of the lord in hell, let the 
government fall.
Let the authorities be destroyed. Let me 
power.
Long live Satan! Glory to Satan! Amen!
To execute curses you need to do 2 Blood Masses from the first part then 
you can cast one curse from here.
4. 2 Second
invocation
summoning
deceased
After the devil's feast at 3.33, you can and even have to wake 
the deceased.
So light the black candles, say the words:
usei enimod inev nema otic oinev maite murotsi tebihrep muinomitset iuq ticid

I call upon the deceased in the name of Satan,
I call upon the dead, I call upon the dead in the name of Samael and Satan. 
Let the uprising die to get up.
Let the uprising die to tell about mine

future.
Let the dead arise, in the name of Satan.

Glory and health to Satan! Amen! CHAPTER 
II (BLOOD GOSPELS)
1. We sin
Cannibalism is the greatest gold for our Lord Satan, and for Jesus it is an 
abomination.
Sin is the greatest medicine for the disease that is Jesus the Jew. We sin not to be 
infected by Jesus' Jewish bastard. Sin is glory in the eyes of Satan himself, if you want 
to serve him, you must sin and the real sin is cannibalism.

2.Human flesh and
blood is life
To live longer you must eat human flesh and drink human blood. In order to live longer, you 
must perform Zombiric Commune.
To live forever, you must gain immortality.
To live forever, you must perform the holidays in Chapter III.
* Unless you want to keep falling down when you don't get it
held
what he writes here, you will fall into the abyss that has no end.
3 Former Man
cannibal
Once upon a time, people in tribes and families actually ate themselves and thus 
only survived.
When there is a war, people only live by cannibalism in one way. If it weren't for 
cannibalism sometime and now, you would have died of hunger.
Eat human flesh like a zombie, follow the zombiric bible, Satan will bless you and protect 
you.
Cannibalism will exist and will remain. CHAPTER 
III (HOLIDAYS)
1. Zombies celebration
this holiday is june 1, everyone has to eat like zombies live. They must be like zombies to eat 
prey. E.t.c.
this feast takes place at night at midnight.
As the morning comes, they also have to drink human blood as a sign of Satan's glory.



without this festival, no curses work.
2. Feast of Sadism
This holiday is November 11, everyone must bully the victim, especially white pretty 
cannibals cannibals, cannibals only can help. Bully the victim to the point of death.

without this holiday, the deceased will not come and the invocation of recalling 
the deceased will not work.
3. Feast of the devil
The feast of the devil is December 30, everyone says Black Masses and finally they 
eat the sacrifice.

without this holiday you will be a victim in the future.
4. Feast of transfer

we have to pour live blood from the victim into a cup and then give the partner / partner at 
the wedding, this holiday is celebrated before the wedding. Blood used the same as a ring.

without this holiday you cannot marry anyone else you will be condemned by 
Satan.
Author: Mariusz Jan Gosiński CZ. 3
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2. Zombiric symbols
Zombiric-anti-Christian symbol

The anti-Christian symbol in zombieism. Zombiric 
Rune of Death

Symbol for killing enemies in zombies. The Zombiric Rune of Life

A symbol for resurrection in zombies. Zombiric 
pentagram

A symbol used in zombie rituals.

3. The curse of killing many at once

Tools:
1. A living human sacrifice



2. Human guts
3. Knife
4. The ax
Execution:
1. We tie the offering to the tree with human guts.
2. with a knife, draw the Zombiric Death Rune on all parts of the 
victim's body.
3. We cut off the victims' legs with an ax
4. We utter a curse
suie alucangis metpes te murbil erirepa divad xidar eadui ubirt ed oel ticiv ecce 
sirevelf en ihim ticid subiroines ed sunu te

hell lucifer, Let many opponents die today, They will not live too long and their death will be full of 
pain, In the name of Satan and Antichrist, Amen!
· This Curse is to destroy all your enemies.
4. The love curse
Tools:
1st knife
2. human blood
3.human skin
4. a living human sacrifice
5.2 zombies (nice white cannibals) Made by:

1. Use human skin to attach the victim to the pole
2. With the knife of the first zombie, I draw the zombiric rune 
of life on the victim
3. The second zombie licks the victim's cock
4. At the end, pouring blood on the victim, you say the words at the bottom 
maut manoroc taipicca onem tu sebah douq enet otic oinev
In the name of Satan, let Name and surname fall in love with me, And we will live together 
until death and after death, And we will be together forever and ever, Amen!

This curse works on love, it is a love curse.
5. The curse of calling a deceased relative forever Tools:

1. Wood saw
2. The human kidney
3. Cord
4. The living human sacrifice
5. Knife
Execution:

1. We tie the victim with a rope to the chair
2. We use a wood saw to cut a hole in the victim's belly

3. We put the victim where the kidney guts
4. Use the knife to draw a Zombiric Pentagram on the victim
5. We say the words twice a night every hour
innaoi ous ovres muus mulegna rep snettim tivacifingis te
otic ireif tetropo eauq sius siv res erecaf malap sued illi tided mauq itsirhc usei sispylacopa

In the name of our lord the king of hell, let the name resist, long live long, in the name of the 
king of hell and antichrist, Amen!
This curse raises the dead
6 The Curse of Summon Satan Tools:

1. The human brain
2. Human blood



3.2 human bones
4. A living human sacrifice
5. Cord
6. Now
7.glue
Execution:
1. We tie the victim with a rope to the chair
2. Glue two human bones on the victim's legs

3. We stick the human brain on the victim's head
4. We baptize the victim in human blood
5. With a knife, draw the Zombiric-Anti-Christian Symbol on the victims' backs
6. We speak the words
erats tiretop siuq te murospi eari sungam seid tinev mainouq Dominus spiritus sathanas 
Dominus spiritus sathanas Dominus spiritus samael Dominus infernus spiritus sathanas Venit 
infernus sathanas, Amen!
With this curse we invoke Satan.
7. Curse of Summoning Natural Disasters Tools:

1. Club
2. Cord
3. Knife
4. A living human sacrifice.

1. We tie the victim to a tree with a rope
2. With a knife, draw the Zombiric Death Rune on the victim's legs
3. We say the words while hitting the victim with the club
tnurevaroda te tnuredicec seroines te nema tnabecid ailamina routtauq te
In the name of the king of hell, let there be a calamity And a famine overwhelm this place And much

people will die And the apocalypse begins here As in hell, also on earth Amen!
This curse summons natural disasters

8. The curse of treason
Tools:
1. Hammer
2. Human fingers
3. A severed human leg
4. Cord
5. Living human sacrifice.

1. We tie the severed leg to the tree
2. Tie the victim to the leg and to the tree
3. We spread human fingers over the victim
4. Break the victim's feet with a hammer
5. We speak the words
retilimis muratialocin manirtcod setnenet ut te sebah aiti
In the name of the king of hell Let their name be divorced And their love will crumble And there will be 
nothing to collect from their love. In the name of the king of hell lucifer, Amen!
This curse works on separation
9. The curse of hatred
Tools:
1. Human blood
2. Cord
3. The human victim is alive
4. Knife
5. Candles
6. Cigarette lighter



Execution:
1. We tie the victim to a tree
2. With a knife, draw a Zombiric Pentagram on the victim
3. We pour human blood down the victim's throat
4. Light the candles with the lighter
5. We speak the words
tnurevaroda te tnuredicec seroines te nema tnabecid ailamina routtauq te In the name of our 
lord who is Satan Let everyone hate him Name and surname Let them kill him and his 
misfortune Glory to Satan! Amen!

This curse causes complete hate
opponent
10. The curse of approaching the end of the Christian era, in the name of the coming Zombiric 
Age
Tools:
1. Hammer
2. A living human sacrifice
3. A dead human sacrifice

4. Human blood
5. Cord

6. Knife
Execution:
1. We tie the victim with a rope to a tree
2. Place a dead victim next to the victim
3. We hammer the victim in the belly
4. We drink human blood
5. We speak the words
innaoi ous ovres muus mulegna rep snettim tivacifingis te
otic ireif tetropo eauq sius siv res erecaf malap sued illi tided mauq itsirhc usei sispylacopa

in the name of the king of hell and earth, Satan. Let Christianity fall. Let Jesus Christ not save 
them, but die. Let the end of Jesus come. Let there be a Zombiric Age. Amen!

This curse destroys Christianity and its followers forever

these curses are from Satan forever CZ. 4
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1. How to read Y Dzi

Zr Szy
J Act
$ Zu
# Hea
X and X



plural ht
2. Prepositions
B
without yoz
beze Fej

C.
goal of yoknis

I think I am
D
for ba
to ui
around yoy
thanks $ ray
works #d
G.
because of the Zr $

J.
as YY
K.
k #iz
near Hey
Uli crash #
ku Za $
NS
any Fas $
M.
Hu cities
Hu city #
between Me $ z
despite Ryzr
N
to # $
headed by P $ -weley
for the shape of P $ -yoza #
for the benefit of P $ -Va
outside P $ -zo
over Vay
over Yav
around the bun #
opposite Yog $
opposite Ze $ p
kind of zriy
like He $
near Hahahe #
ABOUT

oe
next to Leo $
from yoyozr
ode yuza $
regarding the opelo

regarding opelo-sasas about 
kolzri

except zoh



P.
after the sea
under $$ z
on $$ z-lehis during Yok $$ z

Pode Wolo
near Woie
between Xiz
despite the Mixo $
over Rozuza
below Haloz
via Different
among the zroy $
above $ # X
outside lo
except pezo #
by the lock
against the ante
against the antea
before late
first of all
by tozo
by the lock
at riyyo
with the help of pryz-help
NS
s si
the effect of zap
under the ros
spode ash
between io #
out of o and $
outside the hohos
pre Yoks #
AT
at my
he says with his mouth
IN
wi
in order and-po
within i-ch
during i-bou

in the form of i-yerz
in the name of i-nomezo

on behalf of i-nomezoro
as i- $ o
with respect to i - # - UI in the 
form i-zeroz
approximately i-bobpo
in the wake of i-por-ne
to i-zaza-UI in particular i-
rodez against ireg

we wok
according to enemies

according to hue



inside hae #
to ires
around pleasure
along with yim
along with po-ro
as a result of the def
among the Nazis
along the menik
relative to the pores
WITH
with ou
because of ou-Y
for ou-tilei
except ou-kor
excluding ou-p $
for the warning
with the help of zazaz-helpy
through zazaz-horem through zazaz-
po
instead of roky
with ru
because of the Ru-zey 
outside poley
strabismus cor

from above pou $

from wo #
from behind the amendment

3. Verbs
get an eye-with wake up roy be rez after / beat ## o endure, give birth ioe become roz-u start poiez 
bend rokay deprive # $ ez bereft zroi beg yokso testify o. ku-lo bet out-with order koroez # tie,

tie the coconut bite the jok bless XX # bleed the bleedyz blow the yorez break the coconut 
you / grow trash bring $ zro build buits

s / burn babel explode bumo buy ba $ catch ro # throw io # scold, scold scythes to choose ## $ c 
split barn cling to come dress up koreano come loyz cost koa crawl, crawl zozoas cut yopa deal 
with kouze dig yu $ q done mekez draw wretue dream poul dream roemo

drink iti go goga live pouzao eat iti # fall after $ qezo feed you feel sider fight deather find ye run 
gogus throw, throw poks fly rotin restrain radit call forbid, forbid hu predict bornue forget kor 
forgive abandon already, abandon bey # freeze icez get hures give haurez go gogy grind, cut 
and grow, breed #jiy have ji hear jo hide yyz hit bart hold adem hang roum hang roum yz chop, 
blow det hurt yowez hold samul kneel Zatan knit ko-ru-onu know bark put $ rzuo

lead louw resist poi-zaes jump gogmazo learn to leave yksata # lend someone lekiz-koreq let x and y lie

sidy
shine gloin lose and produce hexau mean, mean occult arouse fears korad-skers confuse, deceive 
## ioy mislead, lose Xiyzo make a mistake kokuna zae misunderstand bede helpor mean hiez 
meet hy cut ko surpass, outrun ulcer grow, outgrow youl , overtake cocoon



Kuil invade, destroy benr supervise, look after yewisu overtake $$ o overthrow dej put gewi 
with kokma rebuild ky # put again ko: seso pay off youry repeat ine read o and get rid of 
gorez-after ride (bike) gou call ges pick up tyr run kpura # saw Ka-zoes say sayw see sew seek 
sav sell koq send rozesnat set koulkpo sew Ype #

sew zoiq spread, spread kouloa shine, shine zika shrink Se: rouz-a absolve kohur shoot walzi shake 
ytra show $ ku
close oure sing zik za / melt helium sit haliz kill yhuil slide kou throw, squeeze zozusu steal coca cut 
pouar sleep ko $ smell, smell jik hit, shock jijikyky sow mou speak me rush, rush gogol spell, syllable 
ylauo cob sprinkle huq spit roqueas spit su split kukuzaew ze / spoil hut spread out cakawer jump lolu 
stand telohim steal coco stick, stick in the pipe puncture, sting the roll stink furi scatter it on / step goti 
strike, strike strike yo strike to swear, to swear

s / swell youz sweep yo swim YYKIKI sway olt take lobs teach someone ouiz tear, jerk kokoz 
speak rewaquiem think ioul grow kukuzaew throw heyw push, stab yeif tread, trample fiuq 
straighten

(out) mno untie vufui go koi understand mio undertake kuoliuw destroy, destroy yb unwrap, 
smudge #zaz restrain kuesod

overturn azod o / wake up het weave, weave heb wear hed cry kuil withdraw lo restrain lo-uiw 
defy kouil win hokew roll up, twist boled twist, wring out bilot write huaw

4. Nouns
female kote-ziw
male kote-yt
Curio foot
goose kutde
kurdu tooth
child of a kurd
louse (louse) poilw
yokst mouse
merya's ox
person koiws
ruzer knife
Kut calf
elf olio
half of the zoaso
leaf -ozazas
livero life
loaf of breadik
self, ego y # and thief ku 
$
orozoasw shelf
sheaf (grain), bundle (sheets) kurpa wife 
skuiw
wolf xis
colossal sheep
$$ a deer
fish lololok
cod uoliz
the salmon was left
kurpawoc pike
a dice (cubic) for the game of kiviz



a dozen kui
hundred afternoons
thousand yhar
million yter
billion -ysot
trillion yzui
series wul
wouli species
youl road junction

means (e.g. transport) bang barracks

headquarters koijoi-zuzad offspring 
zaquer
flying machine lote-zore cactus 
kolup
sozun syllabus
crocus cocquir
octopus zaquer
inflammatory focus lit-poiw 
impulse huim
brake formula
fungus, mycosis hureq
atom nucleus, ziter cells end stop 
edinkour-y radius of the woulink circle

genus (plant or animal) of kuiwi zox larva

the nebula of the cow
the antennae of the kikiz-opro 
insect vertebrae (in the spine) of the 
paparomaga crop
middle, medium, noik
millennium milotir
layer (earth or social) soulin hiter loss

lolt work memo
the lawi bacteria
index, index of kokog
the top of the noupli
appendix at the end of the book koz-ou: zau hakiz 
analysis
haq axis
hay oasis
yoi hypothesis
diagnosis of pour
crisis crisis
research work, thesis yj 
criteria $ koksx
role phenomenon
automaton (machine) boart 
brother-in-law ziwer
Horu's sister-in-law
son-in-law charist
daughter-in-law

passerby inty



second place winner koie-por: zozoeuw

horsepower $ uo-pozen, 
commander in chief lolino
hid-zoase military court
5. Adjectives
near poiv
dirty rimwi
cool die
quiet ## ko
dark $ ko #
warm Xishr
heavy Zr #
clean pack $
distant cocli
long kokilo #
good yay
dear Kokilov
large range
deep plowing
loud burst
stupid borlyink
hot huten
bright jewyu
short ywer
light kokuwe
easy ozot
little koate
smart bot
young baet
low roim
new saet
sharp romuw
beautiful hakin
vertical ziken
levels -zikun
strong battery
weak bin
tasty hotr
old lourew
wide hakiny
cheap flight
difficult hardeti
great geateri
slow (slow) poulis

high kadas
cold jopy

bad life
calm $ y #
6. Parts of speech in the Zombiric language 
Noun razewui
The verb kopuy
The adjective $ ziku
Preposition - # rev
7. Profanity



Fuck fate
Fuckin 'fater
Fuck zaki
Ass pe
fuck nuopa
Fuck the zaunuopa
Fuck, Fuck Abd
Shit loue
Cunt, cunt Loieweq
cwel - ykaf
Motherfucker morew- zarew Tits 
of the anchors
Roupiq toilet
Fuck the fuiwo
Fuck romp
8. Others
I ulis
My Ro
You $ rew
He ioa
She ioa-pi
He ioa-sua
Ono ioa-ra
One kores-pi
They kores-sua
Satan Satanyzn
Demon deimonus
NS. 5
Author: Mariusz Jan Gosiński
1. Contents
1. Contents
2. Einstein's wisdom potion
3. Samson's potion of strength

4. Potion of a Longer Life
5. A mixture of beautiful dreams

6. Healing Potion
7. Potion to make all dreams come true
2. Einstein's wisdom potion Ingredients:

1. 2 Human fingers
2. The human brain
3. Water
Execution:
1. Cut off the victim's fingers and throw them into the pot
2. Take the victim's brain out, throw it into the pot
3. Pour water into the pot and cook for 2 hours
4. We drink
5.After drinking, we say the words:
retilimis muratialocin manirtcod setnenet ut te sebah aiti in the name of the 
king of hell I pray for Christ and may reject everything that is connected

teach me smart / wise
glory to Satan forever, Amen!
* This potion gives you wisdom
3. Samson's Potion of Strength 
Ingredients:



1. Human flesh
2.1 human hand
3. Orange juice
Execution:
1. Cut off the victim's hand, throw it into the pot
2. Take the meat out of the offering and put it into the pot
3. Pour the orange juice into the pot
4. Cook for 1 hour
5.we say the words:
innaoi ous ovres muus mulegna rep snettim tivacifingis te
otic ireif tetropo eauq sius siv res erecaf malap sued illi tided mauq itsirhc usei sispylaco

Great is my lord who does evil, great lord 
Satan
I sin against Jesus and God
I do immorality against morality
let samson's strength enter forever in me and no one can 
take it from me
Hail Satan, Amen!
* This potion gives strength
4. Potion of a Longer Life 
Ingredients:

1.3 human hearts
2. Human blood

3. A split human ass.

1. Take the 3rd sacrifice from the heart and put it into the pot
2. From their veins we pour blood into the pot
3. Quartered ass, put into the pot
4. Boil everything in a pot for 30 minutes
5. We drink
6.we say the words:
maut manoroc taipicca onem tu sebah douq enet otic oinev lord of hell and 
evil
make me live longer, I believe in Your 
power and I praise you great Lord Lucifer 
Ave Satan Amen!

* This potion gives you a longer life
5. Potion of Beautiful Dreams 
Ingredients:
1. Sperm
2. Honey
3. Postpartum pus
4. Sugar
Execution
1. Pour honey into the pot
2. We pour the sperm into the honey
3. Pour sugar into the pot
4. We mix everything
5. Boil and, while cooking, pour in oil for an hour
6. We drink
7.Say the words:
erats tiretop siuq te murospi eari sungam seid tinev mainouq Hail Satan

great lord of darkness and hell



make me beautiful dreams 
for all eternity
I praise the evil and Satan of my lord Glory to 
hell and Satan Amen!
* This potion gives you beautiful dreams
6. Healing Potion
Ingredients:
1. Human blood
2. 4 Human eyes
3. 2 Human nails
4. 2 Beers

Execution:
1. We pour human blood into the pot

2. We put human eyes into the pot
3. Put human fingernails into the pot
4. Pour beer into the pot
5. Cook for 1 hour
6. We drink
7.Now say the words:
innaoi ous ovres muus mulegna rep snettim tivacifingis te
otic ireif tetropo eauq sius siv res erecaf malap sued illi tided mauq itsirhc usei sispylacopa

In the name of Lord King Satan
I am asking for healing through Your power of faith 
in King Satan Amen!
* This potion heals
7. Potion of making all dreams come true Ingredients:

1. The human head
2. 2 Human kidneys
3. 6 human fingers
4. Tripe
5. 4 Lungs
6. Blood
7. Human hair
8. Tits
Execution:
1. Pour blood into the pot
2. We put a human head in a pot there
3. Put human kidneys into the pot
4. Cut off the victim's tits and throw them into the pot
5. Put the kidneys in the pot together with the fingers
6. Pour the tripe into the pot
7. Put the lungs into the pot
8. We throw human hair into a pot
9. Cook for 2 hours, and leave for 1 day in the refrigerator
10. We drink
11.Say the words:
retilimis muratialocin manirtcod setnenet ut te sebah aiti I call you, Lord of 
Hell, you are the lord of truth and not the idolatry of Christ

as much as I hate Jesus and his servants so my dream 
will come true
I deny good, I praise evil

Salve Regie Hail Sathanas Amen!



* This potion makes all your dreams come true

NS. 6
1.Table of Contents
1. Contents
2. Zombiric philosophy
3. How to get a victim
4. The End
Author: Mariusz Jan Gosiński
2. Zombiric philosophy
If it were not for sadism, impunity would rule. Sadism is 
the best punishment.
Were it not for immorality, it would be slavery God 
would burn Sodom for our evil
Not for good but to enslave us People should reproduce 
like animals After all, we belong to the group of animals 
To exactly to mammals

If the true cult of Satan had not arisen, Zombirism (Zombiric Satanism)

That would not create immortality (NEVER). Were it not 
for evil, good would enslave us.
Immorality gives freedom from any age of slavery from Jesus our enemy.

Be a cannibal and eat people before they eat you. Drink human blood 
to live.
Eat the human brain to be smart. Ride a human 
leg to keep fit. Eat human guts not to get sick.

Do evil to another, so that you will not be harmed. Psychopathy is needed 
like any other degeneration. If it were not for psychopaths, the earth 
would overflow, and if it overflowed, it would be destroyed. God said to 
fill the earth, he hid that the earth may overflow, and when it becomes 
overflowing, we will perish

God said not to eat people in order to starve to death.
God wants bad for us, Satan wants good (May you all be free from this bondage which is faith in 
God).
Think about why these naive people kneel over the pictures They pray to god, 
and this god gives them shit in return. Consider!

Evil makes perfect
Good makes a fool

3. How to get a victim 
(Plan 1)

It is best to look for a victim in the forest (a random man walking in the forest)

submit her / him to Satan as I write in the Zombiric Bible. finally dig a hole, 
finish off the victim.
bury the victim, and sow grass in the place of the buried victim. (Plan 2)

Lure the victim.
Forcibly pack her in a bag (So that she lives, put the tape on his / her mouth before this)

Bring it to the cemetery at night and deliver it to Satan as I write in the Bible



Zombiric.
After that, pull out the coffin, put it in the coffin and bury it together with the coffin 
under the monument, and sow it there
Grass (As if there was nothing here). (Plan 3)

Start in front of the house
When she goes to sleep, so as not to wake her / him, go small and silently Spell his / her 
mouth with a tape, one person grabs the other's legs by the hands and puts them in the 
trunk of the car.
You take to the forest or to the cemetery at night and do what you do with her / him
I write in the Zombiric Bible, at the end you dig a hole, you cut up the victim and throw his / her 
remains into the garbage bag
And you bury it deep, you sow grass here, And you go slowly [If you have any ideas, you can use them 
too] So nothing at all.

(If the police)
You say, we don't know anything (in a tone of horror) You 
are saying, please come in normally
You say what's going on, you don't make any gestures or signs
That you laid someone down and killed someone (You just don't think about it).
* You need to know to make offerings without fingerprints
It is best to wear gloves which you burn in the oven at the end, and you 
pour the loose gloves elsewhere.
4. The End
ˆ Author: Mariusz Jan Gosiński Zombiryczny Satanism group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/
817176241803947) [Narodowy Zombiryzm] CZ. 7
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2. Introduction
The author of this book is a real messiah, not a guy born in a stable. It is not art to eat a cat and say 
that you are a follower of Satan, art is in something

More courageous, i.e. eating people alive.
Eating a black cat is not a sin, it is foolishness. The real sin in the eyes of god is 
cannibalism,
A real gold for Satan our lord. It is no trick to drink the blood 
from a baby
The trick is to drink blood from someone stronger than you, that is art. In fact, killing black cats 
is worshiping God, not Satan,

It was not for nothing that the church smoked black cats.
Black cats are from Satan, and you would eat Mr. Satan's helpers,



probably not.
Let the black cats live to do what Satan wants.
Do not let the enemy live, that is Jesus and his servant, that is, the majority of people on earth. Eat and 
sacrifice to Satan man, because the food of people is joy for Satan.

What you read, what you see in this ideology is from Satan to the real Satanic son of Mariusz Jan 
Gosiński.
It is not difficult to demolish a cemetery without any sense. The trick is to demolish the 
government and introduce National Zombies.
3. Zombieism against other beliefs
The first faith to be removed first is jehovism,
Because these people with impunity carry the plague that is Jesus and jhwh. I will destroy the tribe 
of jehovah's witnesses, but they will be normal people

There is Jesus, and those who vomited him will go on the way of Satan. The 
second faith that needs to be removed is Catholicism
Because they created all these germs which are these factions from Jesus, You have to end the life of 
this whore which is Jesus Christ.
Now is the time to overthrow all the rest of the faith because people have to believe in something 
like
Cults and religions will collapse, apart from Zombiric Satanism, then Zombirism will have

Lots of followers and Satan will be very happy and he will make it up to you.

Let the true cult of Satan Zombiric Satanism arise. Of course, Satan is endorsed, 
as is his cult of Zombieism.

4. The Zombiric Race
In the country of the Zombirists, there can be no refugees. They 
have to be tortured and eaten alive like zombies. The only race 
that will survive this will be:
Person: skinny
Person: Bad
Person: purebred white nation. Person: pale

Person: Zombiric practitioner of Zombirism. Person: 
Anti-homosexual
Person: who is a Zombie fanatic (Fanatics of other faiths will die)

Person: with long hair, as Satan wishes. Others must be 
offered as sacrifices.
Just as the Africans ate white people, we must also fuck the Africans alive (As they say: Evil 
for evil, in spite of Jesus.
5. Philosophy of the Nation
Satan's chosen nation will be only for white people and the possessed, There will be no fucking 
exorcists here who
They impose Jesus on us, a Jewish motherfucker.
Their exorcisms are about getting more Christians to obey the Jewish whore.

Unfortunately, it will last until the National Zombiryism is formed, someone brave

He will defeat the government, and bring to Zombieism a true worship of Satan.
How do you want to be a whip for Satan, the supreme demon after death. You have to 
bring National Zombieism to the whole world, otherwise someone else will be Satan's 
whip.
Zombieism must arise because Satan wills it. Zombieism must arise 
to destroy Jesus' principles.
Zombieism will arise as a sign of true sin, and what is true



a sin in the eyes
Jewish motherfucker Jesus answer: this is cannibalism, he is gold for Satan,

And tears for our dick enemy Jesus.
Cannibalism, sadism, zombieism is a true desecration of Jesus, this desecration will 
lead him to the end of his poor Jewish life.

6. NIZS (Hatred and Destroyed Society) It will be a real Zombiric-
Satanic party, which will be a party in the National Zombirism.

This party will create Satanic Paradise, rebuild the sodoma to prove that

god is no longer alive.
We do not tolerate lesbians, gays.

We only tolerate heterosex-rape, create a new sodomy with no homosexuals,

Who think Satan likes them for it. ANSWER Satan hates homosexuality, there is a male and 
female gender in hell that rapes each other, the same will be here on earth.

NIZS is a party illegal on FB so far: (The site does not exist) Join it, be a real Narodowe / 
Narodowym / ą Zombirystą / Zombirystka

Don't be a coward, Bring in National Zombiry.
Sadism makes fear in the eyes of refugees and enemies from white people, Muslims will be 
afraid, and I swear Poland will be fearful and force-fed.

All those who do not support Zombiric Satanism will wait for death in sulfuric acid chambers, 
and dissolve all day in the slow rain from the sulfuric acid ceiling.

7. Subculture of the National Zombies
To be counted among the National Zombies, you must: Sharpen your nails with 
a file like a zombie (To tear), You must wear black,

Pants must be military black,
You must have Zombiric symbols on your hands (You can make a tattoo or draw it with a 
marker, it's up to you.
You must wear pendants with a death rune or a swastika. You must 
have blouses with holes (Ripped) black.
8. The only fanaticism that is supported
Destroy fanaticism but not zombirism because Zombiric fanaticism is from Satan the lord in 
Zombirism, not in Christianity. Destroy all the fanatics of Christianity, make these non-
fanatics to be such Fanatics only in zombies.

Fanaticism is supported but this Zombiric (Hate fanaticism only of other faiths that really 
have nothing to do with Satan), the true cult of Satan which may have strong fanaticism is 
Zombiric Satanism (ZOMBIRISM).

The only fanaticism worthy of being eternal is Zombirism.

Destroy all other fanaticism options.
9. Zombiric Commandments
1. Do to others what is displeasing to you.
2. Evil makes someone great whom everyone is afraid of.
3. Be like you live in Sodom.
4. Don't obey the rules, be unethical, sadistic, to get a true blessing from Satan.

5. Torture other races so that they do not torture you.



6. Immorality is freedom from the enemy that is Jesus.
10. End

ˆ Author: Mariusz Jan Gosiński
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